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The OECD AI Principles 
promote use of AI that is 
innovative and trustworthy and 
that respects human rights 
and democratic values. 

Adopted in May 2019, they set 
standards for AI that are 
practical and flexible enough 
to stand the test of time. 
https://oecd.ai/en/ai-principles

According to the OECD there 
are currently 1000 AI policy 
initiatives from 69 countries, 
territories and the EU. 
https://oecd.ai

OECD AI Principles
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https://oecd.ai/en/ai-principles
https://oecd.ai/en/dashboards/overview


Global AI Law and Policy Tracker
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The AI Act applies to anyone who: 

- puts an AI system on the EU market, 

- uses and AI System in the EU, 

- uses a system to generate outputs, and these 
outputs are used in the EU.

 extraterritorial effect: AI Act is applicable if 
services are used within the EU market, 
regardless of where the company is established. 

• Obligations primarily on “providers”, but also on 
“deployers” - both private and public actors. 

• Costs of regulatory burden are considerable: 

• Not applicable to private users!

Scope and Applicability of the EU AI Act
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“AI system” is a machine-based system designed to operate with varying levels of autonomy

and that may exhibit adaptiveness after deployment and that, for explicit or implicit 

objectives, infers, from the input it receives, how to generate outputs such as predictions, 

content, recommendations, or decisions that can influence physical or virtual environments. 

⇒ An AI System is always software, but not every software is an AI System 

⇒ Embedded or stand-alone

⇒ Anything can be an AI System, even if just partially automated (apart from very simple statistical or text 
editing tools), will (most likely) be an "AI system". 

⇒ The EU Commission will issue Guidelines

What is an AI system?
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Risk-Based Approach to the AI Act
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UNACCEPTABLE RISK: 
Prohibited (with exceptions)

HIGH RISK:
Comprehensive compliance 
requirements

LIMITED RISK: 
Limited obligations: transparency 
towards end users, Code of Conduct

MINIMAL RISK: 
Minimal obligations, Code of Conduct

General Purpose AI Models

- GPAI with systemic risk
- Standard GPAI
- Open licensed GPAI



Risk-Based Approach of the AI Act: Prohibited AI
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Prohibited due to 
unacceptable risk
(with exceptions)

AI Systems used for:
• biometric identifications
• biometric categorization
• emotion recognition
• social scoring by 

governments
• behavioural manipulation
• exploitation of 

vulnerabilities of children



Risk-Based Approach of the AI Act: High-Risk AI
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ANNEX II:
AI systems used as a product 
or security component of a 
product in regulated industries: 
e.g. medical devices, civil 
aviation, vehicle security, 
marine equipment

ANNEX III:
high-risk areas of application: 
law enforcement, employment, 
credit scoring, other biometric 
systems, critical infrastructure, 
education, justice, immigration, 
law enforcement and elections
/ voting.



Provider = “a natural or legal person public authority, agency or other body that develops an AI system or a general-
purpose AI model or that has an AI system or a general-purpose AI model developed and places it on the market or 
puts the AI system into service under its own name or trademark, whether for payment or free of charge...”

Deployer = “a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body using an AI system except where the AI 
system is used in the course of a personal non-professional activity.”

However, the deployer, distributor, importer becomes a provider of a high-risk AI system if:

- the use goes beyond the intended purpose

- Substantial changes are made  

- the AI System is marketed under the deployers name. 

- if you integrate a GPAI model with systemic risk through an API and make further modifications to it. 

Provider - Deployer
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High-Risk AI System – Provider Obligations: an overview
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© https://digiphile.law/

• Risk management system + quality 
management system

• Quality of datasets

• Comprehensive technical documentation

• Automatic event recording

• Transparency

• Effective oversight by a natural person

• Accuracy, robustness, and cybersecurity

• Obtain conformity assessment and affix the CE 
mark

• Indicate provider’s name and contact details 
on the AI system

• Maintain technical documentation and logs



• Ensure systems are used in accordance 
with accompanying instructions

• Assign human oversight

• Ensure input data is relevant and representative

• Monitor the AI system and reporting obligations

• Retain logs

• Transparency

• Conduct Data Protection Impact Assessment

• Conduct Fundamental Rights Impact Assessment

High-Risk AI System – Deployer Obligations: an overview
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⇒ GPAI = Generative AI and LLM

‘general purpose AI model’ means an AI model, including when trained with a large 

amount of data using self-supervision at scale, that displays significant generality and is 

capable to competently perform a wide range of distinct tasks regardless of the way the 

model is placed on the market and that can be integrated into a variety of downstream 

systems or applications. This does not cover AI models that are used before release on the 

market for research, development and prototyping activities

What is a General Purpose AI model?
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General Purpose AI Models
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1. “Systemically risky” GPAI (FLOP-Threshold of more than 10^25 based upon assumption 
that higher computational resources indicate more sophisticated models) 
1. fulfil standard obligations 
2. conduct model evaluations
3. including adversarial testing (red teaming)
4. assess and mitigate risks
5. document and report incidents to the AI Office
6. maintain adequate cybersecurity protection 

2. Standard GPAI: detailed technical and informational documentation to enable downstream 
users to comprehend their capabilities and limitations, intellectual property law adherence 
(e.g., copyright Directive), and transparency about training data

3. Open licensed GPAI with publicly accessible parameters and architecture: technical 
documentation requirements 



The AI Act shall apply from 24 months following the entry into force. 

However:

1. the general provisions reflecting i.a. the EU Principles on AI apply within 6 months after entry into force

2. the prohibition on AI systems according to Titel II Art. 5 and Annex I apply within 6 months after entry into force

3. Title III Chapter 4 [notifying authorities], Title VI [transparency obligations for providers and deployers of certain AI 
Systems], Title VIIIa [GPAI], Title X [Penalties] apply within 12 months after entry into force

4. Article 6(1) [high-risk AI systems] and the corresponding obligations in this Regulation apply within 36 months 
after entry into force

5. Codes of practices shall be ready at the latest 9 months after the entry into force of this

 For existing GPAIs on the market when the AI Act rules are applied, this transition period is extended to 24 
months (Art. 83(3) AIA).

 And yes, there are of course sanctions in case of violation: depending on violation up to EUR 35m or 7% of 
global annual turnover 

When will the AI Act take effect? 
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AI Compliance is a team effort
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Enterprise 
Architecture InfoSec

Vendor 
Management

Data Governance

DPO Legal: Commercial & 
IP

Compliance Ethics Committee



More than 100 Regulations and 
Directives on EU level are related to 
digitization!
i.a.:

• Data Act

• Digital Services Act

• Digital Market Act

• AI Act

• DORA

• NIS 2 Directive

• Cyber Resilience Act
Legislation Tracker: https://apps.fliplet.com/taylor-
wessing-digital-legislation-tracker/all-legislation-rgt5?

Digitization in the EU:
a regulatory flood
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https://www.kaizenner.eu/

https://www.kaizenner.eu/
https://www.kaizenner.eu/
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